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The familiar model of double stranded DNA proposed 
by Watson and Crick is a relaxed helix with 10.5 base 
pair per turn.  In nature, double stranded DNA can 
be twisted more turns or less to form the supercoiled 
DNA.  Supercoiling is important in DNA packing, gene 
expression and chromosome structures.  DNA gyrase 
induces negative supercoil of double stranded DNA.  
In order to understand its functionality, N. L. Chan’s 
group solves structures of its C-terminal domain, 
including a Gyr-A-box motif, essential for this nega-
tive supercoiling activity.  The structure represents 6 
spirally arranged β-sheet blades to form a pinwheel.  
A proline in the second blade interrupts the supposed 
plane wheel and tilts the first blade against the rest of 
the wheel. Mutation of this proline reduces its super-
coiling activity, thus shows an interesting connection 
between negative supercoiling activity and such non-
planar architecture.

Type II DNA topoisomerases (Topos) are ubiquitous 
enzymes that catalyze ATP-dependent passage of one 
DNA duplex (the “transported” or T-segment) through a 
transient double-stranded break in another duplex (the 
“gate” or G-segment).  Such activity alters DNA topology, 
allowing these enzymes to solve topological conflicts 
arising during cellular DNA transactions.  Although all 
type II Topos possess duplex passage activity, resul-
tant changes in DNA topology depend upon how DNA 
segments are captured and recognized as the T- and 
G-segments, respectively.  Conventional type II Topos, 
including bacterial Topo IV and eukaryotic Topo IIs, re-
solve mainly pre-existing DNA crossovers, leading to the 
relaxation of supercoils or decatenation of interlinked 
chromosomes.  Interestingly, the majority of bacteria 
possess a specialized type II enzyme named DNA gyrase 
that can actively shape DNA curvature and pump (-) 
supercols into the relaxed DNA molecule.  Upon initial 
G-segment binding, the flanking DNA segment can be 
chirally wrapped by gyrase into a (+) supercoil-like intra-
molecular DNA crossover to favor in cis presentation of 
the T-segment.  Passage of the T-segment through the 
cleaved G-segment inverts the sign of crossover, produc-
ing net (-) supercoils on DNA.

The gyrase holoenzyme is a tetramer composed 
of two GyrA and two GyrB subunits, each possessing 
distinct functional modules.  Among them, the GyrA 
C-terminal domain (GyrA-CTD) exhibits chiral DNA-
wrapping activity and plays an essential role in defining 
the functional uniqueness of gyrase.  Deletion of GyrA-
CTD converts gyrase into a conventional type II Topo, 
demonstrating its direct participation in the in cis T-seg-
ment presentation.  Moreover, the GyrA-CTD harbors a 
positively charged and gyrase-specific “GyrA-box” motif 
required for both DNA-wrapping and supercoiling activi-
ties.  Structural analysis revealed that the E. coli GyrA-
CTD (EcGyrA-CTD) adopts a 6-bladed and seemingly 
spiral-shape “β-pinwheel” fold, which is highlighted by 
the non-planar orientation between the two terminal 
blades (blades 1 and 6).  This feature presumably pres-
ents a right-hand curved DNA binding surface along 
the structural perimeter that is suitable for chiral DNA 
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wrapping.  Although straightforward, such a structure-
function correlation remains controversial.  Rather than 
being spiral-shaped, the Borrelia burgdorferi GyrA-CTD 
(BbGyrA-CTD) is flat with GyrA-box residues involving in 
the planar packing between blades 1 and 6.  Because the 
GyrA-box of the BbGyrA-CTD deviates significantly from 
the consensus sequence, it has been argued that the 
BbGyrA-CTD may be a structural outlier and that GyrA-
CTDs with a canonical GyrA-box would resemble the 
spiral-shape EcGyrA-CTD12.  However, this crucial motif 
is completely disordered in the EcGyrA-CTD structure; 
thus, the influence of the canonical GyrA-box on overall 
structural curvature remains unclear.  More surprisingly, 
the homologous but functionally divergent CTD of Bacil-
lus stearothermophilus topo IV (BsParC-CTD) exhibits the 
same shape as the EcGyrA-CTD.  Given that ParC-CTD 
possesses only DNA-binding activity but is incompetent 
in DNA-wrapping, therefore the structural determinant 
that allows EcGyrA-CTD to wrap DNA and the molecular 
basis for the functional specialization of bacterial type II 
Topos have remained enigmatic.

To resolve these outstanding controversies, we 
determined the crystal structure of Xanthomonas camp-
estris GyrA-CTD (XcGyrA-CTD) by the Se-based multi-
wavelength anomalous dispersion technique, and the 
structure was refined to a final Rwork and Rfree of 22.3% 
and 27.5%, respectively.  In XcGyrA-CTD, the canonical 
GyrA-box was observed for the first time, which forms 
an ordered surface loop protruding from blade 1 to pack 
against blade 6.  Despite having pronounced packing 
interactions between blades 1 and 6, the XcGyrA-CTD 
closely resembles the spiral-shape EcGyrA-CTD rather 
than the flat BbGyrA-CTD.  It appears that the canoni-
cal GyrA-box-mediated interactions do not constrain 
the β-pinwheel structure into a flat ring, and that GyrA-
CTDs with the consensus GyrA-box motif are likely spiral 
shaped. 

Unexpectedly, although XcGyrA-CTD and EcGyrA-
CTD did not superimpose well with BbGyrA-CTD, the 
quality of structural alignment was significantly improved 
when the respective N-terminal blades (blade 1s) were 
excluded during superposition.  This indicates that the 
remaining portions of the three structures (blades 2~6) 
are highly similar regardless of the flat or spiral-shape ar-
chitecture of the full-length protein.  To understand the 
molecular basis underlying this interesting observation, 
the “helical rise” of each β-pinwheel blade, as measured 
by the axial displacement between the centroids of two 
consecutive blades along the spiral axis, was character-
ized.  In contrast to some common biological helical 

structures such as double-helical DNA, α-helices, and 
various protein filaments that exhibit uniform axial trans-
lation between adjacent modules, both XcGyrA-CTD 
and EcGyrA-CTD show very uneven axial displacements. 
Prominent axial rise is observed only between blades 1 
and 2, whereas the packing between all other blade pairs 
appears relatively planar with negligible axial displace-
ments. Consistently, superposition of adjacent blade 
pairs clearly revealed the existence of a significant out-of-
plane structural twist between blades 1 and 2 (Fig. 1(b)). 
On the contrary, all other blade pairs exhibit flat pack-
ing and can be aligned nicely with those of the BbGyrA-
CTD (Fig. 1(c)).  Our finding strongly suggests that both 
XcGyrA-CTD and EcGyrA-CTD would be relatively flat 
without an abrupt spatial rise in blade 1.

This previously unrecognized structural feature of 
canonical GyrA-CTDs directly explains the functional 
divergence between Topo IV and gyrase.  Because the 
DNA-contacting consensus GyrA-box motif is located at 
blade 1 at an end of the curved DNA-binding surface, 
the axial lift of blade 1 would produce an upward twist 
onto this surface, allowing the bound DNA to be chirally 

(a)

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

Fig. 1: A significant out-of-plane twist is observed be-
tween blades 1 and 2 of the canonical GyrA-CTD 
due to the presence of a conserved β-strand-
bearing proline.
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wrapped into a (+) crossover.  Conversely, despite being 
highly similar in overall structure, the DNA-binding sur-
face of BsParC-CTD is largely planar due to the lack of a 
GyrA-box in its blade 1.  This explains why Topo IV lacks 
handed DNA wrapping and supercoiling activities.

To understand why the packing between blades 
1 and 2 of canonical GyrA-CTDs is tilted, the interfaces 
between all neighboring blades were examined.  Unlike 
interfaces that exhibit flat packing, we noted in both 
spiral-shape GyrA-CTDs the presence of a β-strand-
bearing proline (Pro636 of EcGyrA-CTD and Pro635 of 
XcGyrA-CTD) at the penultimate position of blade 2’s 
inner edge β-strand (Fig. 1(d) and (e)).  Located near the 
hinge that connects blades 1 and 2, the pyrrolidine ring 
of this proline is constrained by its unique main-chain ф 
angle of -75o, causing it to lie perpendicular to the strand 
axis and pack against hydrophobic residues from blade 
1, seemingly pushing blade 1 away.  This structural effect 
appears to be proline-specific because other amino acids 
adopt the typical β-strand ф value of -130o at this posi-
tion, allowing their side-chain atoms beyond Cβ to rotate 
away from the blade interface without pointing toward 
blade 1, which favors a flat packing as seen in all other 
blade pairs.  Consistent with its role in defining the tilted 
packing between blades 1 and 2, a structurally equiva-
lent proline is absent from all other blade interfaces, in-
cluding those of the flat BbGyrA-CTD.  Additionally, this 
proline is highly conserved among proteobacterial gy-

Fig. 2: Mutations of the β-strand-bearing proline im-
pair the (-) supercoiling activity of gyrase.

rases, but not conserved within Topo IVs with a 6-blade 
ParC-CTD.  Thus, the presence of a proline and the tilted 
packing seen in blade 1 of the BsParC-CTD may simply 
be an evolutionary remnant.  To test the functional sig-
nificance directly, a proline to alanine mutation (P636A) 
was introduced into the EcGyrA-CTD and full-length E. 
coli gyrase.  As expected, the P636A mutation clearly 
impaired the DNA wrapping activity of EcGyrA-CTD 
and reduced the supercoiling efficiency of E. coli gyrase  
(Fig. 2).  These data provide evidence that the proline 
plays a dominant role in modulating gyrase function 
by serving as a key structural determinant for the tilted 
packing between blades 1 and 2, and are consistent with 
the observation that EcGyrA-CTD exhibits stronger DNA 
wraping activity than the proline-less BbGyrA-CTD.

Notably, mutation of a nearby arginine residue to al-
anine (R580A) was found to enhance the DNA wrapping 
activity of EcGyrA-CTD; this made gyrase an even more 
efficient supercoiling machine (Fig. 2).  R580 is located 
at blade 1 of the EcGyrA-CTD.  The side-chain of R80 
forms van der Waals interactions and a hydrogen bond 
with groups from blade 2 (Fig. 1(e)), providing a tether 
between the two blades. Replacement of R580 with ala-
nine abolished these interactions, presumably allowing 
blade 1 to be pushed further away by P636 and leading 
to more pronounced blade 1 tilting as well as enhanced 
DNA wrapping activity.  This finding provides additional 
support to the tilt-inducing role of P636 and suggests 
that fine-tuning of gyrase activity can be achieved by 
modifying the packing between blades 1 and 2.

To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of 
a β-strand-bearing proline that may impact protein func-
tion.  Although proline has the lowest β-strand-forming 
propensity due to its tightly constrained ф angle and its 
lack of hydrogen on the amide group, the following rea-
sons may explain why proline can be accommodated at 
penultimate position of an edge β-strand.  First, this po-
sition is not involved in the hydrogen bonding network 
of β-sheet; thus, proline does not cause hydrogen bond 
loss. Furthermore, larger deviations from the standard 
main-chain dihedral angles are more common toward 
the termini of a β-strand; therefore, a proline may be in-
troduced without compromising β-sheet stability.  Our 
finding indicates that the introduction of a penultimate 
proline into an edge β-strand may be a useful protein 
engineering strategy for modulating protein function.  In 
addition, this work has direct medical relevance because 
it suggests a structural basis for the disease-causing 
P244L mutation in phenylalanine hydroxylase.  Similar 
to P636 of E. coli gyrase, we found that P244 of phenyl-
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alanine hydroxylase is also located at the penultimate 
position of a β-strand with a ф angle of -75o (Fig. 3).  This 
substitution is expected to alter pyrrolidine-mediated 
packing, which explains the observed reduction in en-
zyme activity and consequently phenylketonuria. 

Fig. 3: β-strand-bearing proline is present in phenyl-
alanine hydroxylase (PDB-ID: 1PAH).
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